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Abstract

This paper presents an updated version of the simple 1-D radiative-convective H2 O-CO2
atmospheric model from Marcq (2012) and used by Lebrun et al. (2013) in their coupled interior-atmosphere
model. This updated version includes a correction of a major miscalculation of the outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR) and extends the validity of the model (P coordinate system, possible inclusion of N2 , and
improved numerical stability). It conﬁrms the qualitative ﬁndings of Marcq (2012), namely, (1) the existence
of a blanketing eﬀect in any H2 O-dominated atmosphere: the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) reaches
an asymptotic value, also known as Nakajima’s limit and ﬁrst evidenced by Nakajima et al. (1992), around
280 W/m2 neglecting clouds, signiﬁcantly higher than our former estimate from Marcq (2012). (2) The
blanketing eﬀect breaks down for a given threshold temperature T𝜀 , with a fast increase of OLR with
increasing surface temperature beyond this threshold, making extrasolar planets in such an early stage
of their evolution easily detectable near 4 μm provided they orbit a red dwarf. T𝜀 increases strongly with
H2 O surface pressure, but increasing CO2 pressure leads to a slight decrease of T𝜀 . (3) Clouds act both
by lowering Nakajima’s limit by up to 40% and by extending the blanketing eﬀect, raising the threshold
temperature T𝜀 by about 10%.

Plain Language Summary

Recently formed Earth-sized planets experience a “magma ocean”
stage, where molten rocks extend from the core up to the surface. These planets are able to cool
themselves by radiating more heat through their thick atmospheres than they absorb from their parent
star. We have investigated the eﬀect of the total atmospheric content (assumed to consist mostly of water
vapor and carbon dioxide) and of the surface temperature of the magma ocean upon the rapidity of the
cooling. Our main ﬁnding is that there are two stages: for very high surface temperatures, cooling is fast, and
only thin clouds can form. Such planets would be quite easily detected since they radiate very eﬃciently
in the infrared range. Conversely, relatively cool surface temperatures lead to cooler upper atmospheres,
harboring thick water clouds. Such planets would be very diﬃcult to distinguish from more mature planets
such as Earth or Venus from the point of view of a remote observer.

1. Introduction
Young telluric planets are expected to harbor very diﬀerent atmospheres compared to those we already know
about. Even restricting the ﬁeld of study to only secondary atmospheres—so after the lightest elements (He
and H2 ) have escaped—the 107 years or more required to signiﬁcantly alter the composition of C−, N−, or O−
bearing volatiles through atmospheric escape may result in much heavier atmospheres than even present-day
Venus. Another speciﬁcity of such young planets is that their internal heat ﬂux is several orders of magnitude
larger than more mature planets like present-day Earth, for example, and can be comparable to the stellar
ﬂuxes while in their magma ocean stage; this pushes these atmospheres out of global radiative balance, making them radiate signiﬁcantly more energy to outer space than they absorb from their host stars. Since most
atmospheric models assume a negligible geothermal heat ﬂux, they cannot be used here. Furthermore, since
the interaction between these early atmospheres with both the interior and escape processes is signiﬁcant,
speciﬁc coupled models are required to proceed.
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However, very dense telluric atmospheres are also expected in other situations, namely, when modeling runaway atmospheres: these atmospheres usually include a full Earth ocean equivalent (300 bar) as atmospheric
water vapor. It is therefore of no surprise that some of the earlier models partially relevant for our studies deal
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with such atmospheres [Komabayashi, 1967; Ingersoll, 1969; Kasting, 1988; Nakajima et al., 1992]. In the context
of exoplanetary studies, investigating the inner, runaway-limited edge of the habitability zone has received a
lot of recent attention using general circulation models or simple 1-D columns [Leconte et al., 2013; Goldblatt
et al., 2013; Kopparapu et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014; Yang and Abbot, 2014; Hamano et al., 2015; Kopparapu
et al., 2016].
Recently outgassed atmospheres around magma ocean planets and out of global radiative balance were ﬁrst
numerically investigated in the 1980s [Abe and Matsui, 1988]. Such models are still being developed nowadays
[Elkins-Tanton, 2008; Marcq, 2012; Lebrun et al., 2013; Hamano et al., 2013, 2015; Lupu et al., 2014; Schaefer et al.,
2016], with various levels of complexity or coupling. We aim to present here the most recent updates to the
1-D radiative-convective model of Marcq [2012] used by Lebrun et al. [2013] and Salvador et al. [2017]. We
will ﬁrst detail our improvements in section 2. In section 3, we will review our updated results, and how they
bear on the detectability of magma ocean planets. Finally, we will conclude and discuss the limitations of our
model in section 4.

2. Model Description
2.1. Thermal Structure
As in Marcq [2012], up to three diﬀerent physical layers (not to be confused with the computational layers,
which are typically a few hundred) are possible in this model. From the bottom up (as can be seen in Figures 7
and 9), they are, namely, the following: (1) unsaturated troposphere, (2) moist troposphere, and (3) mesosphere. Moist troposphere is present only if the saturation of water vapor is reached at any altitude—if this
occurs at the surface, then unsaturated troposphere will not exist, and any water in excess of 100% saturation
is assumed to condense and form a water ocean overlying the magma ocean.
2.1.1. Unsaturated Troposphere
This lowermost convective layer follows, as in Marcq [2012], a dry adiabatic lapse rate. In terms of the new
pressure coordinate, (𝜕T∕𝜕P)S follows Kasting [1988]:
[
(
) ] [
]
(𝜕T∕𝜕P)S = 𝜌v T 𝜕Vv ∕𝜕T P ∕ 𝜌v CP,v (T) + 𝜌c CP,c (T) + 𝜌o CP,o (T) ,

(1)

where Vv = 1∕𝜌v is the speciﬁc volume of water vapor.
The thermodynamical properties of water vapor are computed using the Fortan NBS/NRC steam tables [Haar
et al., 1984], which implies that H2 O is not considered as an ideal gas in our model—this is required since
the critical point of water lies within the range of modeled pressures and temperatures. CO2 and N2 , on the
other hand, are always considered as ideal gases since the (T, P) range of our model lies very far from their
critical points. CP,c (T) for CO2 follows the expression from Abe and Matsui [1988]. CP,o (T) is approximated by
)2
(
the analytic expression CP,o (T) = 1040 + 488 e−688.1 K∕T in J/kg/K, ﬁtted in the 300 to 2500 K temperature
range from Chase [1998] National Institute of Standards and Technology data.
2.1.2. Moist Troposphere
This layer is still convective, but H2 O condensation takes place so that the lapse rate is now given by the
following:
(
[(
)
)]−1
(2)
(𝜕T∕𝜕P)S = dPsat ∕dT + 𝜌n R∕Mn 1 + 𝜕 ln 𝜌v ∕𝜕 ln T − 𝜕 ln 𝛼v ∕𝜕 ln T
Here 𝜌n = 𝜌c + 𝜌o , and Mn stands for the weighted molecular mass of the non condensible CO2 -N2 mixture.
Following Kasting [1988], we deﬁne 𝛼v = 𝜌v ∕𝜌n , and its derivative 𝜕 ln 𝛼v ∕𝜕 ln T is computed according to the
formula given in Marcq [2012] and Kasting [1988]:
(
(
)
)
R∕Mn 𝜕 ln 𝜌v ∕𝜕 ln T − Cv,n (T) − 𝛼v 𝜕sv ∕𝜕 ln T
𝜕 ln 𝛼v ∕𝜕 ln T =
(
)
𝛼v sv − sc + R∕Mn

(3)

with sc standing for the speciﬁc entropy of condensed water.
Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert [2013] recently showed that the above expression is only valid when both
water vapor and the CO2 -N2 mixture can be considered as ideal gases. Although, strictly speaking, this is not
the case in our model regarding H2 O, water condensation usually occurs at higher altitudes, and therefore
MARCQ ET AL.
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relatively low pressure and temperature, far from the critical point of water. Departure between our H2 O thermodynamical tables and ideal gas was empirically found to be less than a few percents in these layers, so that
we could still make use of the derivation from Kasting [1988] in most situations.
2.1.3. Mesosphere
Since our model does not include yet any radiative transfer for the incoming short wave stellar radiation, we
are unable to reproduce any stratosphere (deﬁned as a radiative, nonconvective layer where temperature
increases with increasing height). Therefore, we call mesosphere the radiative, nonconvective layer on top of
the troposphere. The base of our mesosphere (the tropopause) is reached once the tropospheric temperature
falls below a given temperature T0 . Although the local radiative equilibrium would allow an iterative calculation of the mesospheric temperature proﬁle, its integrated Rosseland opacity was empirically found to be thin.
Our simple model therefore considers this mesosphere as an isothermal layer at the temperature T0 , and thus
dT∕dP = 0 there. 𝛼v is also considered vertically uniform in this layer. However, it is noteworthy that real gas
eﬀects may lead to strong departures from this prescribed isothermal proﬁle, but a more realistic computation
of the radiative temperature proﬁle would require the inclusion of stellar radiation.
T0 can therefore be understood as the top of atmosphere (TOA) temperature of our model. Kasting [1988] sets
it to 200 K, but our model is intended to apply to even hotter atmospheres. There are two options for the
ﬁnal user here: (1) ﬁx T0 to a constant temperature; standard choices are 200 K for an H2 O-rich mesosphere
as Kasting [1988] did, or even colder as long as CO2 is a major constituent. For example, TOA temperature is
close to 150 K for [Leconte et al., 2013], and this cold TOA temperature issue is also extensively discussed by
Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert [2013]—let us also mention that at the very top of our model, NLTE (nonlocal
thermodynamical equilibrium) eﬀects could kick in for CO2 radiative cooling so that even the most precise
line-by-line LTE calculations would not be accurate. The second option (2) is to adjust iteratively T0 so that the
relative divergence of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) at the top of our model (P = 0.1 Pa, 𝜏i ∼ 0):
|∑
|
| i∈bands kabs,i 𝜕 OLRi ∕𝜕𝜏i |
| ∑
| < 0.02
|
|
i∈bands kabs,i OLRi
|
|

(4)

This adjustment results in very cold mesosphere (T0 around 150 K or less) even when the surface temperature
is very hot. Since Kasting [1988] found that total OLR was not much dependent on his prescribed value T0 as
long as T0 < 240 K—cool mesospheres do not contribute much to the thermal radiation. Therefore, since we
do not include yet any radiative stellar heating of these layers (that could dramatically rise their temperature)
and following similar temperature proﬁles from Lupu et al. [2014], we hereafter adopt a ﬁxed value T0 = 200 K.
2.2. Radiative Calculations
2.2.1. Short Wave Radiation
Shortwave radiation is not taken into account in this model, as in Marcq [2012]. Its eﬀect on the radiative
budget of the planet is parameterized through a bolometric albedo A, so that the absorbed stellar radiation is
computed as (1 − A)F∗ where F∗ is the integrated stellar constant. In this version of the model, A is computed
as A = Aclear (1 − e−𝜏c ) + Acloud e−𝜏c where 𝜏c stands for the optical depth of the clouds (when present and
considered) in the visible range—this enables a smooth transition when clouds appear and thus avoids any
threshold eﬀect. Since the temperature proﬁle is not computed from the radiative ﬂuxes (except optionally
for T0 , see section 2.1.3), this crude parameterization is valid to estimate the radiative balance of the planet.
Please note that this albedo parameterization is only used in coupled interior-atmosphere simulations and is
irrelevant when discussing the sole atmospheric subsystem, as is the case in this paper.
The former version of the model used diﬀerent values for Aclear = 0.2 (Mars like) and Aclouds = 0.7 (Venus like);
however, recent progress in dense atmosphere radiative transfer modeling [Leconte et al., 2013; Hamano et al.,
2015; Kopparapu et al., 2013; Goldblatt et al., 2013] showed that the albedo of H2 O-rich atmospheres is always
quite low, even when thick clouds are present. Therefore, following Leconte et al. [2013] who unlike other studies took into account the radiative eﬀect of clouds, the coupled simulations of Salvador et al. [2017] primarily
use Aclear = Acloud = 0.2, although the ﬁnal user can still choose diﬀerent values for Aclear and Acloud . The albedo
could however be substantially higher (equal or above 0.5) for CO2 -rich, H2 O-poor atmospheres [Kopparapu
et al., 2013, their Figure 5] or for slow rotating planets exhibiting permanent convective clouds near the substellar point [Yang et al., 2013]. This further highlights the need for an improved short wave radiation scheme
in a future version of our model (see section 4.1.2).
MARCQ ET AL.
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2.2.2. Long Wave Radiation
In our model, the thermal radiation encompasses wave numbers between 0 and 10,100 cm−1 . This thermal radiation can be computed either (1) following the gray approximation in the aforementioned range
or (2) using a k correlated radiative transfer code. The former yields cruder estimates of the resulting OLR,
but is much faster, and can therefore be used in ﬁrst, exploratory simulations where no spectroscopic output is needed. We use the discrete ordinates radiative transfer (DISORT) [Stamnes et al., 1988] solver with four
streams in the whole atmosphere, so that scattering (e.g., by clouds, see after) can be taken into account. We
now discuss the sources of long wave opacity provided as inputs to DISORT.
In the gray approximation, the mass absorption coeﬃcients of H2 O and CO2 are, respectively, set equal to
10−2 and 10−4 m2 /kg following Nakajima et al. [1992]. Our k-correlated code uses the same high-resolution
spectrum (truncated at 100 cm−1 to avoid any overlap with continuum opacity, see below) computed by
KSPECTRUM [Eymet et al., 2016] as Leconte et al. [2013] and also shares the same choice of 16 g values. The
set of corresponding 16 k coeﬃcients is then stored in a three-dimensional look-up table (H2 O/CO2 ratio,
temperature, and total pressure including N2 ) suitable for fast interpolation. This extensive rewriting of the
k-correlated code led us to correct a major mistake in the ﬁrst published version of Marcq [2012] that resulted
in a severe underestimation of the resulting OLR by a factor of about 2. Therefore, the atmosphere and the
coupled magma ocean should be cooling faster than previously reported by Lebrun et al. [2013]. This will be
further discussed in section 3.4.
Continuum opacity is calculated and added in both gray and k-correlated cases and is unchanged since Marcq
[2012]: H2 O-H2 O continuum opacity is taken from Clough et al. [2005], and CO2 -CO2 ﬁtted from Venus observations by Bruno Bézard [Bézard et al., 2011; Marcq et al., 2008]. H2 O-CO2 continuum opacity is not considered,
and in any case negligible compared to H2 O-H2 O [Ma and Tipping, 1992, their Figure 7] and/or CO2 -CO2
depending on the dominant species in the atmosphere.
2.2.3. Clouds
Clouds are considered present throughout the atmosphere wherever H2 O saturation occurs, i.e., in the moist
tropospheric layer. Their radiative eﬀect is taken into account through albedo parameterization for the stellar radiation (see section 2.2.1), and in the radiative transfer code for the thermal radiation. Their optical
properties and microphysical properties—mass loading, 𝜛0 (𝜆), g(𝜆), Henyey-Greenstein phase function, and
Qext (𝜆) —still follow the simple parameterization from Kasting [1988] and already used in Marcq [2012]. However, since a realistic modeling of the radiative budget of clouds is not possible in a 1-D atmospheric column
model such as ours, the user can choose to disable the scattering of thermal radiation by these clouds. Also,
we do not couple our atmospheric model to a microphysical model, so that our cloud layer parameterization
probably overestimates their actual thickness—as an example, when running with present-day Earth setup,
our model ﬁnds thick clouds extending in the whole troposphere, from the surface up to 10 km, with an optical thickness close to 300 at 1 μm. So one can compute OLR with and without taking into account the radiative
eﬀects of the cloud cover, knowing that the actual OLR is bracketed between these two extreme situations.
Also, it is worth noting that scattering and/or absorbing mesospheric photochemical aerosols (not included
in our model) could lead to a further decrease in OLR as well as alter the temperature proﬁle.

3. Results
3.1. OLR Versus Tsurf
In most situations, water vapor is present in suﬃcient quantity (i.e., Psurf (H2 O) >[Psurf (CO2 )∕15bar]1.6 × 1 bar
according to Figure 5; see section 3.1.2 for further discussion) in the atmosphere. In such a case, the variation
of spectrally integrated OLR with respect to the surface temperature displays the features visible in Figure 1.
These common features are (#1) the existence of an asymptotic regime at relatively low temperatures, where
the OLR is quite low (the so-called blanketing eﬀect) and exhibits very little dependency with surface temperature; (#2) at higher surface temperatures, the OLR increases rapidly with surface temperature; (#3) optically
thick clouds have two main eﬀects: (#3a) they substantially lower the asymptotic OLR, and (#3b) they extend
the blanketing eﬀect to higher surface temperatures—at very high surface temperatures, clouds become
optically thinner and thinner; thus, both scenarios yield the same OLR.
Features #1 and #2 have been consistently reproduced by all similar radiative-convective models used for
both models of atmospheres around magma ocean planets [Hamano et al., 2013; Marcq, 2012] or, more often,
studying the runaway greenhouse eﬀect [Kasting, 1988; Nakajima et al., 1992; Goldblatt et al., 2013]. In fact,
MARCQ ET AL.
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Figure 1. Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) versus surface temperature for a total volatile inventory Psurf (H2 O) =
300 bar and Psurf (CO2 ) = 100 bar neglecting (red) or taking into account (blue) the radiative eﬀect of water clouds
extending throughout the moist troposphere. The small decrease in OLR for Tsurf < T𝜀 is shown in insert.

the very existence of this near-asymptotic behavior of OLR versus Tsurf is responsible for the instability characterizing the runaway greenhouse eﬀect: a tiny increase in absorbed solar radiation (and also of equal OLR
when in global radiative balance) can trigger a rise of surface temperature by several hundreds of kelvins
until global radiative balance is restored at a very high surface temperature. Actually, OLR decreases by a few
W/m2 with increasing surface temperatures below 1400 K for such atmospheres, as shown in the insert from
Figure 1. This counterintuitive eﬀect arises in H2 O-CO2 radiative-convective models as explained by Nakajima
et al. [1992]: thermal brightness for a given wavelength is directly related to vertically integrated lapse rate
dT∕d𝜏 above 𝜏 = 1, which usually lies within the moist troposphere. A hotter surface temperature will therefore move the moist troposphere upward to lower pressure levels, thus lowering the moist lapse rate. This
OLR decrease results in an even more unstable situation as a straight plateau and can be a source of hysteresis
in the context of interior-atmospheres models where coupling is performed using the internal heat ﬂux [e.g.,
Salvador et al., 2017]: two very diﬀerent surface temperatures yield the same OLR and therefore require the
same internal heat ﬂux.
In the context of magma ocean planets, such an eﬃcient blanketing eﬀect can be reached only for planets far
enough from their host star (so-called Hamano-type I planets) and thus able to reach global radiative balance
below this asymptotic value. This value is also known as Nakajima’s limit (NL) since it was accurately described
for the ﬁrst time by Nakajima et al. [1992]. Further study of NL in our model and comparison with other works
is found in section 3.1.2.
We can deﬁne formally the aforementioned blanketing eﬀect through an eﬀective emissivity 𝜀 deﬁned as
OLR = 𝜎Teﬀ 4 = 𝜀𝜎Tsurf 4 —the smaller the value of 𝜀, the stronger the blanketing eﬀect. It appears (see
Figure 2) that 𝜀 exhibits a minimum with respect to Tsurf for a given value Tsurf = T𝜀 . Thus, T𝜀 provides a
self-consistent and physically sound threshold to distinguish the low-temperature regime Tsurf < T𝜀 from
the high-temperature regime Tsurf > T𝜀 , even for CO2 -rich atmospheres which do not exhibit the asymptotic
regime at OLR = NL for Tsurf < T𝜀 (see Figure 3). The variations of T𝜀 with respect to H2 O and CO2 surface
pressures will be addressed in section 3.1.1.
Features #3a and #3b are not reproduced by all models, and heavily dependent on the assumptions regarding the physical properties of the cloud layers. Kasting [1988] already performed a sensitivity study on the
radiative eﬀect of cloud layers depending on their vertical location and found their inﬂuence from moderate
(decreasing OLR by a few tens of percents) to negligible. As previously discussed, our parameterization (clouds
extending throughout the whole moist troposphere) yields the optically thickest scenario. Others have faced
these problems before [Hamano et al., 2015; Kopparapu et al., 2013], and it appears that no satisfactory representation of clouds can be performed using a 1-D column model like ours—this is mainly due to the nonlinear
radiative eﬀects of clouds upon the OLR. Also, due the complexity of the involved microphysics, even 3-D
models are unlikely to yield a satisfactory representation of the clouds in the near future.
MARCQ ET AL.
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Figure 2. Graphical determination of T𝜀 from 𝜀 = f (Tsurf ) for both OLR plotted in Figure 1.

3.1.1. T𝜺 Versus Atmospheric Inventory
Figure 4 shows the behavior of threshold temperature T𝜀 as deﬁned in the previous section. As expected,
the eﬃciency of the blanketing eﬀect at higher surface temperatures is dominated by the total water vapor
atmospheric content. This reﬂects the well-known fact that H2 O is a much more eﬃcient greenhouse gas
than CO2 .
Aside from the low H2 O-high CO2 situation—which does not actually exhibit asymptotic limit for Tsurf < T𝜀 ,
see section 3.1.2—we can see that with a ﬁxed atmospheric water vapor content, adding more CO2 in the
atmosphere is actually detrimental to the blanketing eﬀect. This may come as a surprise but can be understood as follows. As previously stated here and following Nakajima et al. [1992], the thermal brightness for a
given wavelength is related to the vertically integrated lapse rate dT∕d𝜏 above the 𝜏 ∼ 1 level, which for most
wavelengths is located in the higher troposphere. Adding more CO2 while keeping H2 O the same results in a
lower humidity ratio 𝛼v in the troposphere, which in turn leads to a steeper adiabatic lapse rate (in terms of
dT∕d𝜏 , since CO2 mass absorption coeﬃcient is much lower than for H2 O). This results in an increase of OLR
for a given surface temperature, thus weakening the blanketing eﬀect.
The variations of T𝜀 for a large domain in 10 bar< Psurf (H2 O) < 300 bar and 5bar < Psurf (CO2 ) < 100 bar
according to Figure 4 are approximated by ΔT𝜀 ∕T𝜀 ≈ 0.22ΔPsurf (H2 O)∕Psurf (H2 O)−0.05ΔPsurf (CO2 )∕Psurf (CO2 ),
which yields after integration an approximate analytical parameterization:
[
] [
]
P (H O) 0.22 Psurf (CO2 ) −0.05
T𝜀 ≈ 1420K surf 2
(5)
100bar
30bar

Figure 3. Graphical determination of T𝜀 from 𝜀 = f (Tsurf ) for both OLR plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Contour plot of threshold temperature T𝜀 versus surface pressures Psurf (H2 O) and Psurf (CO2 ). Cross sign
indicates the atmospheric inventory from Figure 1, and plus sign the atmospheric inventory from Figure 6. Dashed lines
indicate the approximate analytical parameterization stated in section 3.1.1.

3.1.2. Nakajima’s Limit Versus Atmospheric Inventory
Figure 5 shows the asymptotic Nakajima’s limit, estimated here using OLR (Tsurf = 800 K) since 800K < T𝜀
in the investigated (PH2 O , PCO2 ) parameter space. Its most striking feature is a sharp boundary (shown as
a dashed line in Figure 5 between the CO2 -dominated atmospheres in the upper left corner (Psurf (H2 O) >
[
]1.6
Psurf (CO2 )∕15bar
× 1 bar, and H2 O-dominated atmospheres (everywhere else).
For H2 O-dominated atmospheres, NL is remarkably independent of the exact atmospheric composition
and/or surface pressure, with values ranging between 275 and 283 W/m2 , well above Marcq [2012] uncorrected estimate of 220 W/m2 . This corrected value is in a very good agreement (within 2.5%) with recent
runaway greenhouse studies, whether using a line-by-line [Goldblatt et al., 2013] (282 W/m2 ) or k-correlated
[Leconte et al., 2013] (also 282 W/m2 ) radiative transfer code. This qualitative behavior was also reproduced by
older random band or gray models [Nakajima et al., 1992; Kasting, 1988], albeit with larger values for NL on the
order of 300 W/m2 or more. A detailed physical interpretation about how all steam-dominated atmospheres
exhibit this same NL value can be found in Goldblatt et al. [2013]: as long as the mesosphere is cool enough,
the T(p) proﬁle in the atmospheric layers that contribute to the OLR is mostly unchanged, although the altitude of these layers may vary greatly. The small variations of ±2 W/m2 we ﬁnd for NL originate probably from
the fact that we estimate the asymptotic NL with a more computationally robust proxy OLR (Tsurf = 800 K):

Figure 5. Contour plot of OLR (Tsurf = 800 K) (indicative of Nakajima’s limit value) versus surface pressures Psurf (H2 O)
and Psurf (CO2 ). Cross sign indicates the atmospheric inventory from Figure 1, and plus sign the atmospheric inventory
from Figure 6. A dashed line separates H2 O-dominated atmospheres from CO2 -dominated atmospheres.
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Figure 6. Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) versus surface temperature for a total volatile inventory Psurf (H2 O) =
20 bar and Psurf (CO2 ) = 400 bar neglecting (red) or taking into account (blue) the radiative eﬀect of water clouds
extending throughout the moist troposphere.

there is indeed a local maximum for OLR = f (Tsurf ) at relatively cool Tsurf values for H2 O-CO2 atmospheres as
seen and discussed by Nakajima et al. [1992, their Figure 6], and the OLR at Tsurf = 800 K might be inﬂuenced
by this maximum and shifted then to slightly higher values compared to the actual NL.
On the other hand, for CO2 -dominated atmospheres, the OLR at Tsurf = 800 K is varying with the atmospheric
composition and decreases strongly with increasing CO2 content (see Figure 5). Further investigations show
)
(
that for these atmospheres, the function OLR = f Tsurf does not exhibit any asymptotic behavior as can be
seen in Figure 1 but rather increases monotonically with increasing Tsurf as can be seen in Figure 6—although
eﬀective emissivity 𝜀 still displays a local minimum with respect to Tsurf , so that our deﬁnition of T𝜀 remains
valid. Since CO2 partial pressure, unlike H2 O, is not governed by its saturated vapor pressure in radiatively
active layers, the reasoning from Goldblatt et al. [2013] does not apply to these atmospheres, which accordingly cannot be said to be experiencing a runaway H2 O greenhouse. It is therefore misleading to deﬁne a
Nakajima’s limit for these atmospheres. One could remark that the present-day Venusian atmosphere, with
an OLR near 170 W/m2 for Psurf (CO2 ) = 92 bar and Psurf (H2 O) ≈ 3 mbar, is fully representative of this
CO2 -dominated regime although we did not perform simulations with such a low water abundance. Let us
ﬁnally note that a CO2 -dominated atmosphere is not expected for a recently outgassed atmosphere prior to
diﬀerential atmospheric escape, so that we will restrict the discussion in the next sections to more typical
H2 O-dominated atmospheres.
3.2. Vertical Structure and Low Resolution OLR Spectra
3.2.1. Tsurf < T𝜺
A typical atmospheric structure for H2 O-dominated atmospheres in the Tsurf < T𝜀 regime is shown in Figure 7.
The three-stage structure is well visible here, and in some way reminiscent of an exaggerated present-day
Venus: from the bottom up, a clear unsaturated layer with no possible condensation, then a saturated layer
where condensation may occur over several scale heights and form thick clouds, underneath a relatively cool
(200 K) isothermal mesosphere. Such a structure is here again typical of runaway atmospheres, and extensively
discussed by, e.g., Goldblatt et al. [2013]: altering Tsurf in this regime merely squeezes or expands the thickness
of the lowermost unsaturated layer, while most of the thermal emission originating from overlying layers (in
the uppermost moist troposphere and lower mesosphere) which are at more or less constant temperatures,
hereby keep OLR constant with respect to the surface temperature at Nakajima’s limit.
The thermal spectra (with or without taking into account the radiative eﬀect of clouds) originating from the
same atmosphere are shown in Figure 8. This spectrum is remarkably independent of surface temperature
for Tsurf < T𝜀 , and very similar to other runaway atmospheres OLR spectra such as Hamano et al. [2015, their
Figure 11] or Goldblatt et al. [2013, their Figure 1]. As could be expected, the spectral features of such atmospheres are dominated by water vapor, with some CO2 absorption bands barely noticeable near 15 and 4.3 μm.
From the spectroscopic analysis of their OLR, these atmospheres cannot be told apart from more evolved
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Figure 7. T(z) proﬁle in a Tsurf = 1200K < T𝜀 ≈ 1690 K for Psurf (H2 O) = 300 bar and Psurf (CO2 ) = 100 bar.

planets at global radiative balance and hosting a thick H2 O-CO2 atmosphere, somewhat analogous to (a much
wetter) Venus. This similarity even extends to featuring near infrared windows (of both H2 O and CO2 in this
case) where the brightness temperature can exceed 400 K depending on the cloud cover. An extensive discussion on the detectability of such planets can be found in Hamano et al. [2015] for their type I planets, deﬁned
as the planets that are able to reach global radiative balance for such relatively low surface temperatures. We
further quantitatively discuss the detectability of similar exoplanets in section 3.3.
3.2.2. Tsurf > T𝜺
A typical atmospheric structure in the Tsurf > T𝜀 regime is shown in Figure 9. The vertical extension of the
saturated layer is much thinner in this case, and it is also located at much lower pressure levels so that the
mass loading (and, therefore, the optical thickness) of the clouds is much lower.
The very high tropopause in these cases results in having most of the thermal emission originating from the
hotter, unsaturated troposphere. This enables the OLR to break Nakajima’s limit. For example, the spectrum
associated with the atmospheric structure shown in Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10. Their brightness temperature for 𝜆 > 10μm is relatively low (equal to the mesospheric temperature), but most of their thermal emission
actually comes from shorter wavelength and concentrated in the few near infrared windows of H2 O and CO2 ,
below 5μm. Also, the optically thin clouds would have little eﬀect on the spectra in such atmospheres. Our cutoﬀ for thermal IR calculations near 1 micron could be challenged here, since the spectrum shown in Figure 10

Figure 8. Thermal emission spectrum for the atmosphere shown in Figure 7. The blue spectrum takes into account the
radiative eﬀect of clouds, whereas the red spectrum does not. Dotted lines stand for Planck functions at the indicated
temperatures.
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Figure 9. T(z) proﬁle in a Tsurf = 2800 K > T𝜀 ≈ 1690 K for Psurf (H2 O) = 300 bar and Psurf (CO2 ) = 100 bar.

displays signiﬁcant thermal emission near 1 micron and probably also for shorter wavelength, so that there
might be a visible “thermal glow” for such atmospheres, as can be seen in the analogous spectrum of Hamano
et al. [2015, their Figure 1a]. However, the resulting underestimation of OLR is found to be small enough, less
than a few percents as further detailed in section 4.1.2.
3.3. Detectability of Magma Ocean Exoplanets
Considering the spectra shown in Figures 8 and 10, we expect a strong inﬂuence of the surface temperature
(more speciﬁcally the Tsurf ∕T𝜀 ratio) on the detectability of young exoplanets currently in the magma ocean
stage. In order to better quantify this detectability, we deﬁne the spectral thermal contrast Ci in one of our 36
)2
(
spectral bands as Ci = Rp ∕R∗ OLRi ∕⟨B(T∗ )⟩i , where Rp and R∗ stand, respectively, for the planet and the host
star radii, OLRi for the planet OLR in a given wave number band, and ⟨B(T∗ )⟩i the Planck function averaged
upon the same wave number band for the star temperature T∗ —that is, assuming that the host star behaves as
a blackbody. This contrast underestimates the actual contrast since it does not take into account the reﬂected
stellar component that should be present except for a 180∘ phase angle (e.g., during a primary stellar transit).
Results are shown for an Earth-sized planet with a 300 bar −H2 O, 100 bar −CO2 atmosphere around a solar
analog (R∗ = 109.2Rp , T∗ = 5772 K, Figure 11) and a red dwarf similar to Proxima Centauri (R∗ = 15.4Rp ,
T∗ = 3042 K, Figure 12). The comparison between both plots shows that the contrast is very much improved
for a smaller and cooler star, the larger size of the planet relative to its host star more than oﬀsets the shift of
the stellar radiation toward longer wavelengths.

Figure 10. Thermal emission spectrum for the atmosphere shown in Figure 9. Dotted lines stand for Planck functions at
the indicated temperatures.
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Figure 11. Spectral contrast of the thermal emission of an Earth-sized planet with a 300 bar H2 O, 100 bar-CO2
atmosphere orbiting against a Sun-like star with respect to surface temperature. T𝜀 ≈ 1690 K is indicated.

There are two considerations to keep in mind when discussing these contrasts. The ﬁrst consideration deals,
obviously, with the instrumental capabilities available as of 2017 or in the foreseeable future. For example,
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) capabilities as stated by Clampin [2011] gives a minimal contrast in the
10−6 – 10−4 range for direct imaging in the near to middle IR. For a single 1 h transit, the expected JWST photon
noise of a M dwarf near 4μm at a spectral resolution R ∼ 10 is close to 10−5 at 10 pc [Turbet et al., 2016, their
Figure 14] and decreases with the inverse of the distance. This photon noise would also decrease as the inverse
square root of the number of recorded transits, so that for transits also, the 10−6 to 10−4 appears a realistic
range for our sensitivity. The other, more subtle consideration, deals with the speciﬁcity of a detection: are
we able to distinguish the thermal emission of a magma ocean planet from the emission of a cooler, older
telluric planet?
From the contrasts shown in Figures 11 and 12, it then appears that the highest contrast values (around 10−5
for the Sun, >10−4 for Proxima) are reached for 𝜆 > 10μm. Although well within the range of detectability in
the case of a red dwarf star (but only marginally for a Sun-like star), the emission for these longer wavelengths
is not very distinctive with respect to surface temperature since emission always originates from the relatively
cool mesosphere. Spectral signatures are most distinctive in the spectral windows that “open up” for Tsurf > T𝜀 ,
but these windows lie in the near IR range where the star is much brighter than the planet, thus hampering the resulting contrast, especially for a relatively hot star like the Sun. Therefore, the best diagnostic band
is the longest-wavelength spectral window, located in the 3.55–4 μm range (with the 2–2.3 μm band as a

Figure 12. Spectral contrast of the thermal emission of an Earth-sized planet with a 300 bar H2 O, 100 bar CO2
atmosphere orbiting against a Proxima Centauri-like star with respect to surface temperature. T𝜀 ≈ 1690 K is indicated.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the corrected version of the coupled model (in red) and the results of Lebrun et al.
[2013] (in black) for a typical run (their Figure 2i, with a planet-Sun distance of 1 AU, 1.435 × 10−2 wt % of CO2 and
4.3 × 10−2 wt % of H2 O). The solid curves stand for the surface temperatures and the dashed curves for the mantle
potential temperatures. The sharp drop in surface temperature indicated that OLR drops below the Nakajima’s limit.
Therefore, mantle surface can solidify and condensation of an overlying water ocean may occur afterward.

distant second) in a dense H2 O-CO2 atmosphere. Although detection of the planet emission within this band
is unlikely even for a very hot magma ocean planet around a Sun-like star, it would be well within JWST capabilities if a such a magma ocean planet were to orbit a red dwarf within a few hundred parsecs. This optimistic
conclusion should however be mitigated by the fact that a Hamano-type I magma ocean planet typically
spends less than 105 years with Tsurf > T𝜀 (see section 3.4), thus drastically limiting the detection time window of such planets. Hamano-type II planets, located close enough to their host stars so that they can reach
radiative balance with Tsurf > T𝜀 , would remain much longer above the detection threshold, only limited by
the gradual escape of their atmospheres, which results in a secular decline of T𝜀 and therefore of Tsurf over millions of years. Finally, it is noteworthy that the only planets that we can hope to detect through their thermal
radiation are hot enough (Tsurf > T𝜀 ) to radiate in their NIR windows regardless of their expected cloud cover
according to our cloud model, since these clouds lie at such high altitudes to be optically thin in the NIR range.
3.4. Coupled Evolution of the Atmosphere and Magma Ocean
The atmospheric code developed by Marcq [2012] was one of the building blocks of the model developed
by Lebrun et al. [2013] to study the coupled evolution of the atmosphere and magma ocean (MO) of an
Earth-sized planet. We therefore checked how its results could be inﬂuenced by this update to the atmospheric model and correction of the OLR calculation. Figure 13 presents a comparison of the potential and
surface temperatures calculated by the two versions of the code, for the conditions shown in Lebrun et al.
[2013, their Figure 3i]. Only the cooling time scale diﬀers between the two versions: in the new updated version, the MO cools down faster but reaches the same temperature at the end of the liquid MO phase. The MO
solidiﬁcation is accelerated by a factor of about 2.5 (8⋅105 versus 2⋅106 years, respectively), which is consistent
with the fact that the corrected NL is now about twice the value from Marcq [2012]. However, this signiﬁcant
correction does not challenge the results about the surface conditions at the end of the MO phase obtained
by Lebrun et al. [2013]. Their conclusions about the existence of two types of planets, one condensing water
at the end of the MO phase and the other remaining too hot to do so (so-called Hamano-type I and type II
planets) are therefore still valid. More results will be presented by Salvador et al. [2017], notably extending the
range of investigated volatile inventories.

4. Discussion
4.1. Limitations
Our model is already functional and can be applied to a wide range of planetary atmospheres. There are
however some caveats that should be kept in mind before applying this model beyond its validity domain.
4.1.1. Spherical Corrections
When modeling very hot atmospheres (Tsurf > 2500 K) around smaller (Mars-sized) telluric planets, we ﬁnd
that the atmospheric scale height H is not negligible compared to the planetary radius R. This challenges the
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common plane-parallel assumption of most models, including ours. However, some corrections can solve or
at least alleviate these potential sphericity issues.
First, hydrostatic equilibrium itself is unaﬀected by sphericity (1-D spherical gradient is 𝜕P∕𝜕r instead of
𝜕P∕𝜕z in Cartesian coordinates), but the straightfoward relation between surface pressure and atmospheric
mass needed by interior models [Lebrun et al., 2013; Salvador et al., 2017] is lost. However, numerical radial
integration of the density proﬁle is straightforward and yields the required volatile mass.
Adaptations to the radiative transfer code are more complex. We found no publicly available 1-D spherical
radiative transfer codes similar to DISORT; Rannou et al. [2010] however provided us with a pseudospherical
adaptation of DISORT that takes spherical geometry into consideration only for the incident and emerging
beams. This could be used in a future version of our model, provided the mean free path of photons is small
compared to the planetary radius. In such a case, a ﬁrst-order approximation could be to correct the OLR—in
W/m2 , the area being understood at the planetary surface—for the actual altitude where the thermal radiation originates. One way to do so, especially in the case of negligible scattering, would be, for each g bin
in the k-correlated code, to locate the altitude zg where the physical temperature is equal to the brightness
temperature (as computed with the plane-parallel radiative code), and weighting the corresponding spectral
(
)
ﬂux by 1 + zg 2 ∕R2 before integration on the g space. This would enhance the OLR, as well as lead to less
intuitive consequences if the eﬀective altitude of thermal emission diﬀers signiﬁcantly from, e.g., the eﬀective altitude for the absorption of the stellar component (see section 4.1.2). Similar arguments are developed
by Goldblatt [2015], and result in an OLR enhancement on the order of 10 W/m2 for pure steam atmospheres
around Earth-sized planets (up to 30 W/m2 for Mars-sized planets).
A last spherical correction would deal with the mesospheric temperature: if we eventually compute it through
canceling the divergence of the OLR + absorbed stellar ﬂux at vanishing optical depth, we must keep in mind
that the radial divergence operator in spherical coordinates is not identical to the vertical divergence in Cartesian coordinates (unlike the vertical and radial gradients discussed earlier in this section). The net eﬀect would
be a cooling of the mesosphere—the outer surface of the topmost spherical shell cooling to space being
larger than the inner surface heated from below in spherical geometry, but the exact extent of this extra
cooling is yet to be quantiﬁed.
4.1.2. Radiative Shortcomings
As already mentioned before (section 3.2.2), we need in the near future to extend the radiative transfer calculations to shorter wavelengths whenever considering very hot surfaces surrounded with comparatively light
atmospheres—this was already highlighted and extensively discussed by Marcq [2012]. Such an extension
would encompass visible and near UV (up to 35,000 cm−1 ) so that we could model absorption and scattering
of the stellar component for stars in the G, K, and M spectral classes.
Incidentally, the inclusion of shorter wavelengths in our thermal radiative transfer calculations would solve a
possible issue in the case of very hot surfaces under very thin atmospheres, where thermal radiation shortward
of 1μm is expected to be signiﬁcant. However, this is not the case in the parameter space covered in this
paper: graphical integration performed upon Hamano et al. [2015, their Figure 1a] spectrum shows that for
a relatively hot 2500 K surface under a relatively thin 50 bar pure steam atmosphere, OLR shortward of 1μm
only accounts for less than 5% of the total OLR.
This inclusion would yield considerable improvements in our model, namely, (1) a true computation of the
spectral and bolometric albedo of these atmospheres using the existing radiative transfer code and (2) as a
consequence, open the possibility to improve the computation of the T(p) proﬁle in the upper radiative layers
of the atmosphere better than the current isothermal assumption. Of course, Rayleigh scattering would have
to be added to the Mie scattering which is the only one considered in the current stage of the model.
Spherical corrections to the stellar component of the radiative transfer would be similar to what is proposed
in section 4.1.1: weighting in each g bin according to the altitude of eﬀective scattering, deﬁned by a nadir
[ (
)]−1∕2
in an analytical semi-inﬁnite two-stream solution, where 𝜛0 is the
optical depth 𝜏̄scat = 𝜛0 3 1 − 𝜛0
single scattering albedo.

5. Conclusion
Our updated model mostly conﬁrms the qualitative ﬁndings from Marcq [2012] and comparable studies such
as Hamano et al. [2013]. Including this updated model into the coupled model of Lebrun et al. [2013] also
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Table 1. Comparison Between Recent H2 O-Rich Atmospheric Models
Composition

Rad. Transfer

NL (W/m2 )

Clouds

Goldblatt et al. [2013]

H2 O-air

line-by-line

282

None

None

Leconte et al. [2013]

H2 O-air

k-correlated

282

Yes

3-D general circulation model

Kopparapu et al. [2013]

H2 O-CO2

k-correlated

291

None

None

Kopparapu et al. [2014]

H2 O-N2

k-correlated

280a

None

None

Reference

Coupling

Hamano et al. [2013]

H2 O

Gray

300

None

Interior & Escape

Hamano et al. [2015]

H2 O

line-by-line

280

None

Interior & Escape

H2 O-CO2

>1 μm, k-corr.

200

Optional

Interior [Lebrun et al., 2013]

H2 O-CO2 (-N2 )

>1 μm, k-corr.

280

Optional

Interior [Salvador et al., 2017]

Marcq [2012]
This study

a For an Earth-mass planet.

conﬁrms its qualitative behavior, as can be seen in Figure 13. The main correction deals with the new estimation of Nakajima’s limit in the clear sky case around 280 W/m2 , much better in line with comparable recent
work (Table 1). The improved numerical stability and switch to an adaptative p grid instead of a ﬁxed z grid
also enabled the investigation of a broader input parameter space, so that we could derive an analytic parameterization of the threshold blanketing temperature (deﬁned as the surface temperature where the eﬀective
emissivity peaks) with respect to the surface pressures of H2 O and CO2 . The new updated coupled model is
used by Salvador et al. [2017] to systematically investigate the inﬂuence of volatile content on the inner limit
of water condensation at the end of the magma ocean phase.
We can also model the eﬀect of a 100%, thick cloud cover, leading to a reduction of the OLR by up to 40% and a
raise of about 10% of the threshold blanketing temperature. However, since a proper model of the cloud cover
requires a more sophisticated 3-D model like in Leconte et al. [2013], we chose to focus most of our studies on
the cloudless case. Current limitations (near IR cutoﬀ, plane-parallel assumption, and lack of stellar radiative
transfer) and some hints about how to overcome them were also discussed.
These updates to the model of Marcq [2012] are best understood in the context of recent comparable work
for H2 O-rich atmospheres, whether around magma ocean planets or for runaway greenhouse studies (see
Table 1). Their similarities, far from being redundant, enable detailed cross comparison and provide useful
benchmarking during the development or adaptation of new models. We can also see that no model is superior in all points to the others: they all have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses, which enables any ﬁnal user
developing their own coupled atmosphere-interior-escape model to select the one best suited to their needs.
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